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Infection prevention and control of healthcare settings is
increasingly complex, therefore IPC practitioners should rou-
tinely sub-specialise to develop expertise in smaller topic areas
(for example, water safety, ventilation, surveillance, decon-
tamination): the argument in favour.

Recent issues in two Scottish new build hospitals have
highlighted the requirement for experienced Infection Control
Doctors (ICD) and/or Microbiologists to be part of the design
and construction team from the outset [1,2]. Issues with ven-
tilation and water systems in these new builds have led to an
ongoing public enquiry and legal proceedings with many of the
identified issues being preventable [3]. COVID-19 has further
highlighted the importance of ventilation, decontamination,
appropriate PPE use and the requirement for infection control
teams to have detailed knowledge in these areas (alongside
experience of building local relationships).

Built environment problems in relation to new build hospi-
tals are not new. The issues with infection control and new
builds was recognised and raised by Jane Stockley et al. in 2005
in relation to the first wave of PFI newbuilds [4]. This paper
identified many significant problems which needed to be
addressed. Subsequent to this, the publication of HTM 04 e 01
(2013) placed significant responsibility on infection control
teams for water safety [5]. Since 2013 there has also been

increasing recognition of the role of wastewater in the trans-
mission of highly antibiotic resistant organisms.

As infection control specialists (with appropriate training
and experience) we have much to offer to improve the stand-
ard of new build healthcare premises, subsequent patient care
and antibiotic usage. England is about to embark on a new
hospital build programme. This is a major concern, coming so
soon after the new Liverpool hospital and the Scottish new
build hospitals, as any proposed changes to the healthcare
construction industry will not have filtered through to practice.

There is an expectation that infection control specialists
have a very broad and deep knowledge base. Such expectations
then become embedded within guidelines/guidance. However,
infection control personnel have not been adequately trained
in the built environment (let alone for a new build which is
perceived as a ‘once in a lifetime/career’ opportunity). Most of
the learning in the built environment is reactive and in relation
to incidents in existing premises or around a new hospital build.
Issues relating to the latter are rarely disseminated so it is not
uncommon to see the same issues from one new build to the
next. HTM 04 e 01 laid responsibility for water safety with
infection control (amongst other staff groups) within hospitals
but without ensuring training was available. Some infection
control staff attend short ventilation or water training courses,
these are no substitute for competency-based training, which
the HSE emphasises should be attained. Compare this with the
German model for training of a ‘Hygienist’ (equivalent of our
ICD), which is a post graduate apprenticeship working under
supervision of an existing Hygienist to develop the necessary
skills relating to the built environment. UK training might be
said to be semi-professional at best.

Although Kohn highlighted the risks of transmission of
Pseudomonas aeruginosa (PA) by water in 1967 [6], this only
became an accepted route of transmission following the neo-
natal incident in Belfast (2012). For the microbiology folklore
that organisms went from the patient to the sink and not vice
versa to have persisted so long required an ally; the inability to
reliably detect transmission of sensitive strains of PA. This is
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borne out by more recent whole genome sequencing pub-
lications showing ongoing transmission in hospitals [7]. As the
name implies, IPCTs should be proactive in preventing these
exogenous infections. With water/drainage systems a lack of
robust surveillance has held back the impetus for development
of the necessary preventative systems. For those who have
been trained the risks can be glaringly obvious (see Figure 1).
Current guidance takes a single organism approach, focusing on
PA. It does not consider other opportunistic premise plumbing
pathogens and the possibility of multiple pathogen outbreaks
reflecting a biofim source.

Whilst some in depth expertise in areas such as water safety,
decontamination and ventilation has been developed amongst
infection control specialists, this is by no means widespread
and there is a need for more individuals to be trained with
succession planning being a priority.

Delivering infection control training is inherently more
complex than medical microbiology, as practical experience
for the latter is available daily but for infection control is often
acquired from managing outbreaks. Some training programs
are trying to address this by allowing trainees to manage inci-
dents under supervision. An additional challenge is combined
infection training, whereby trainees spend less time in micro-
biology laboratories and opportunities for training in IPC may
be less in comparison to historical training programmes. Having
been dual specialty trained, new Consultants are keen to have
sessions for both microbiology and infectious diseases in job
plans, with less potential for sessions devoted to specialist
areas such as water safety.

One way to approach this problem is to develop sub- spe-
cialisation within infection control (as has happened in many

other medical and surgical disciplines). Sub- specialisation
would allow individuals to build up expertise in the built
environment e.g. water, wastewater, ventilation, inter-
pretation of typing results in relation to the environment etc.
The difficulty might arise that in smaller hospitals there is not
enough work to gainfully employ an individual. This could be
solved by providing a service at a regional level. Such spe-
cialists might attend water safety committees on several sites,
imparting their knowledge to local teams. Learning networks
offer the potential for sub specialists to further develop their
expertise.

Sub specialisation is important to users of the service.
Without this there can be no guarantee that the infection
control presence requested at meetings has the relevant
knowledge/skills, but more importantly if this is not the case it
will not be recognised. Knowing an infection control specialist
in the built environment/decontamination/ventilation/sur-
veillance is available and required should prevent such sit-
uations arising and may prevent outcomes such as those
pictured (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Image of a prep room showing a sink which is very difficult to access for hand hygiene. The area around the sink is very
cluttered with splash risk evident to blue trays, medicine vials, gloves etc.
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